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Happy Retirement, Papa!

Our Papa is the Adjective Papa in the whole wide Noun ! He has Verb - Past Tense for a

really long time at the Noun Center. When he is working he has to deal with a lot of crazy people that

call, and the crazy people that he supervises too. Sometimes we even get to go to work with Papa and listen to

the Adjective people that call Noun .

When we were all Adjective kids, Papa would take turns Verb - Present ends in ING us while our

Noun were working. He would take us to the park, Verb - Present ends in ING , and sometimes the

Noun Diner or Noun to eat. He would even take us to Nursery School and pick us up when

school was over. A Adjective thing about Papa is that our daddies always wanted a pool when they were

younger, but they never got a pool. Once Papa had us grandkids, he decided to get us a pool! He likes to go to all

of our games, and school and dance recitals. He even watches Adjective shows like The Little Couple

and Say Yes to The Dress with Amelia because he knows it makes Noun so happy.

Even though Papa could have worked any shift he wanted at 911, he worked 3-11 pm so he could help out with

Verb - Present ends in ING the grandkids to where they needed to be. Also we think he wanted to work this

shift so he could still go to Noun , Noun , Noun and Bass pro during the day.

Of all the papas in the whole wide world, our PAPA is the Adjective there is! We love him so very much

and



can't wait to share his retirement (and pension) with him!!!!
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